
Bench Talks*

1. Scout out a number of benches (enough to have one for every two 
participants). A "bench" may be an actual bench, or anything that affords bench-
like behavior. They should be in public spaces not usually used for conversation 
(no cafés, etc.). Take a picture of each bench, and note the location, thinking 
about how to give directions to it to someone who has not been to it.

2. Assign numbers to the benches. 

3. Create a Google doc or other accessible online document listing the benches 
by nuember, and giving precise directions on how to find the bench. GPS 
locations can also be provided. Include links to the photos of the benches, also 
posted online.

3. Write each number on two pieces of paper. Put the pieces of paper in a hat or 
a bag. 

4. Go around the room and ask each participant to take a piece of paper. Note 
down who draws which number, but do not share this information with the 
participants.

5. Explain to the participants that they should proceed to the bench they drew at 
a set time. There, they will meet the other person who drew the same number, 
who will be their bench partner. Participants should be instructed not to identify 
their bench partner in advance, and to make their way to the bench separately.

6. Once at the bench, the participants will have exactly one hour, no more, to 
have a conversation, on any topic that pleases them.

7. At another session, invite bench-talkers to share their experience of the 
exercise.

8. If participant miss the draw but still want to participate, or if participants decide 
not to participate after drawing a number, use the list of names matched to bench 
numbers to adjust the pairings.

Purpose: To add an element of encounter to a gathering; to provide a gentle way 
to break up pre-formed subgroups and to give participants a chance to get to 
know someone they might not otherwise have encountered; to incite discussion 
about how the surrounds of a conversation, or the novelty of the mechanism 
leading to the encounter, might modulate the quality or content of the 
conversation; to suggest that conversations are not just interpersonal, but are 
part of an ecology.d 



Adapted from the RICE School of Dance summer residency.


